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Citrix recommends enabling the Read_Committed_Snapshot option on the Delivery Controller databases to remove
contention on the database from read queries. This can improve the interactivity of Studio and Director. It should be
noted that this option may increase the load on the tempdb files. SeeCitrix article CTX137161 How to Enable Read-
Committed Snapshot in XenDesktop for configuration instructions. This command-line tool provides an easy-to-use

graphical web interface to validate VMFS-format snapshots created by VMware ESXi. Use this tool to resolve individual
issues and discover the cause of other errors. Snapshots are a method of persistent storage for virtual desktops. A
snapshot represents the state of your virtual desktop as of a specific time. For example, you can choose to create a
snapshot of your virtual desktop when a user logs in for the first time. In Citrix, you can create a VMFS snapshot of a

guest and optionally reseat its virtual machine (VM) to that VMFS snapshot. The purpose of this re-seating option is to
change an existing VMFS snapshot with a newer snapshot as the new base. By default, Citrix automatically re-seats

virtual machines to their active base snapshot when you create a new snapshot on your Citrix environment. However,
Citrix recommends disabling the automatic reseating of VMs based on the existing snapshot VMFS-format data base to
avoid creating orphaned VMs which have no VMFS-based snapshot to which they can be re-seated. This command-line
tool provides an easy-to-use graphical web interface to validate VMFS-format snapshots created by VMware ESXi. Use

this tool to resolve individual issues and discover the cause of other errors. Snapshots are a method of persistent
storage for virtual desktops.
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if you have multiple nodes that are members of the same cluster, you can use the vsphere backup and replication (bar)
feature to backup virtual machines in the vms folder. the bar feature also allows you to create a backup of the virtual

machine. a virtual machine is backed up using the snapshot of the virtual machine. all backup operations are recorded
in vcenter server. the bar feature has the following components: if you create a snapshot of a virtual machine, you can

use the vsphere web client to archive the virtual machine to a virtual machine file (.vmdk). you can use the vsphere web
client to create a virtual machine file (.vmdk) from a snapshot or an external hard disk. you can also use the vsphere
web client to create a virtual machine file (.vmdk) from a virtual machine file (.vmx). to add a snapshot of a virtual

machine as a snapshot-only volume, you must have the proper permissions to use this api. in addition, you must set the
appropriate flag in the createsnapshotrequest api. when you export a snapshot, it is stored in a snapshot vsphere
resource. the snapshot vsphere resource stores the snapshot. the snapshot vsphere resource is a self-contained

resource that does not require an esxi host or vcenter server to be running. you can import a snapshot vsphere resource
into your vsphere environment. if the snapshot vsphere resource is imported into a vcenter server, then you can use the

snapshot vsphere resource to schedule and manage the virtual machine. vmware checkpoint 3.1 includes a new
persistence mechanism called vm snapshot. vmware provides a snapshot that is a single point in time of a vm and its

data. this snapshot can be used to create a checkpoint. vmware checkpoint 3.1 also includes a new recovery mechanism
called vm recovery. vmware checkpoint provides a one-way mirroring solution that can be used to recover to a point in
time. this mechanism does not work for a user-managed vm. if the snapshot is replayed, the original vm is restored, but
the original vm is not available to the user.1 also includes support for offline checkpointing, which allows a user to save

the state of a vm to a file and then start it without network connectivity. 5ec8ef588b
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